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Connection to Country

“When we talk about traditional ‘Country’…we mean
something beyond the dictionary definition of the
word.

— Professor Mick Dodson
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For Aboriginal Australians…we might mean
homeland, or tribal or clan area and we might mean
more than just a place on the map. For us, Country
is a word for all the values, places, resources, stories
and cultural obligations associated with that area and
its features. It describes the entirety of our ancestral
domains While they may all no longer necessarily be
the title holders to land, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Australians are still connected to the Country
of their ancestors and most consider themselves the
custodians or caretakers of their land.”
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1.1

The Place.

Hanging Rock is a place that represents an ‘ideal’ to the
local residents and visitors, but it is a place that is under
pressure through climate change, aging infrastructure and
pressures related to increasing visitor numbers.
It is also long overdue to adequately acknowledge
and recognise the Traditional Owner groups that have
thousands of years of collective experience managing this
land. Through this Master Plan we will work along side
Traditional Owners so that management of the Reserve
better reflects and responds to their shared history
and ongoing role as custodians of the land. Centering
Indigenous perspectives and cultural decision makers will
bring immense benefits to all users of the site, Indigenous
and Non-Indigenous.
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This Master Plan aims to help protect the location’s
extensive natural and cultural assets and provide engaging
and very place specific visitor experiences to support
a sustainable tourism industry and the broader regional
economy.

Introduction
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1.2

Project Background

Since 1990, when Council purchased the area known
as ‘East Paddock’ from private land owners to protect
and enhance the landscape values of the Hanging Rock
Precinct, there have been multiple attempts to integrate
the new parcel of land with the existing infrastructure on
site, which was established in 1869 for picnicking and local
events.
As outlined in the ‘Hanging Rock Management Plan’ (1993)
by Loder and Bayly - The problem with designing around
150 years of established site occupation (post-contact), is
that the original use never planned for 21st century modes
of transport, increased visitation numbers, concerts,
modern design and compliance standards, or had regard
to cultural and environmental values that are held in high
regard today.
The issues that Loder and Bayly were trying to mitigate in
the 1993 through their Management Plan are the same key
issues that still need to be addressed today.
There have been many attempts to rationalise, expand,
define and control the existing uses and any potential uses
for the expanded 98 hectare site. However, to date none
have managed to balance the protection of place that is
desired by many, with the an upgraded visitor experience
through new buildings and infrastructure, in this site of
State and National significance.

In November 2018, both the Victorian State Government
and Macedon Ranges Shire Council released the Hanging
Rock Strategic Plan and committed funding to begin its
implementation. Part of the funding contributed to the
following pieces of work:
·

An update to the 2015 Environmental Management
Plan (endorsed 2021).

·

An Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Landscape
Conservation Management Plan (ACHLCMP)
(endorsed 2021).

·

The Hanging Rock Precinct Master Plan (this report).

The development of a Master Plan for the Hanging Rock
Precinct was completed in partnership with the three
Traditional Owner groups – Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung,
Djaara and Taungurung - who have been engaged through
the key stages of the design phase.
The role of the Master Plan is to, “Implement a detailed
plan that ensures the long-term development and
management of Hanging Rock is sustainable” (pg 80,
Section 5.3.1 Hanging Rock Strategic Plan, 2018).
The Precinct holds significant heritage, cultural,
biodiversity and tourism values and the Master Plan will:
·

Be consistent with the iconic nature of the Precinct.

·

Enable a high-quality visitor experience while
protecting the natural environment and cultural assets
and manage the impacts arising from visitation of the
Precinct.

·

Ensure that the long-term development and
management of the Precinct is sustainable.

Draft Hanging Rock Precinct Master Plan
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Project Objectives

The following objectives were defined within the Strategic Plan.

Governance and Management Objective
1.

Implement a detailed plan that ensures the long-term
development and management of Hanging Rock is
sustainable

Environmental Objectives
2. Improve and protect the environmental values of the
Precinct

Tourism and Recreation Objectives
8. Manage sporting and recreational activities to reflect
the role and significance of the Precinct
9. Support the continuing association of Hanging Rock as
a place of gathering accessible to all visitors
10. Foster the tourism role of the Precinct in the region and
State

3. Improve and protect the visual landscape values of the
Precinct
Culture and Heritage Objectives
4. Protect Traditional Owners’ heritage and cultural values
5. Build visitor’s knowledge and awareness about the
heritage of the place and importance of the place to
the Traditional Owners

7. Recognise and reflect the national and State role and
significance of Hanging Rock in management and
legislative arrangements
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6. Recognise and preserve the significant Post-Contact
heritage and historical associations with the Precinct

Draft Hanging Rock Precinct Master Plan
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The Story of Hanging Rock

Hanging Rock is located near the traditional boundary
between three Aboriginal Traditional Owner groups
– the Woi Wurrung (Wurundjeri), the Djaara and the
Taungurung. Archaeological evidence found at Hanging
Rock demonstrates Aboriginal use and occupation of the
place for at least 10,000 years. As a prominent, culturally
significant landmark near tribal boundaries with a reliable
source of water, The Rock is likely to have been used for
Ngargee ceremonies (Corroborrees) and other traditional
business that involved gatherings.

Cooling of The Rock produced numerous vertical features
which shape the cliff faces and have been enlarged by
weathering to produce a complex of pinnacles, craggy
overhangs, small caverns and boulders on the slopes of
Hanging Rock.

Whilst each of the Traditional Owner groups assert
custodianship of Hanging Rock, the place has important
ongoing connections and cultural values to all three groups
and there are important shared values and attachments to
Country.

This rare volcanic formation has been exposed to
considerable weathering and erosion, resulting in a
conglomeration of unusual rock formations.

Hanging Rock is set in a broader cultural landscape, with
important connections to culturally significant places and
story lines at Camel’s Hump on Mt Macedon to the south,
to traditional stone sources located at Coliban Dam to the
north west, to Brock’s Monument and the headwaters of
Deep Creek in the east, the Goulburn River to the north
and Mt William to the north-east.
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Hanging Rock is the physical result of a volcanic eruption,
with dating of Hanging Rock lava and that of nearby similar
eruption points indicating a Late Miocene age (about
6 million years). The lava is of a higher viscosity than
most other Tertiary volcanoes in Victoria and its greater
resistance to flow caused the growth of a dome or tholoid
around the eruption point, producing a steep-sided,
fractured mass of lava rather than the thin sheets or flows
resulting from the basaltic volcanoes. This structure is
known geologically as a mamelon.

Originally surveyed in 1843 by Robert Hoddle and named
Diogenes Mount, the first map was made in 1844. In
1857, the lot containing the majority of the Hanging Rock
was purchased and in the 1860s it was developed for
a ‘pleasure resort’. Hanging Rock once again became
a popular site for gatherings, this time for picnics.
The Hanging Rock Racing Club was formed in 1885,
conducting biannual races which continue to this day.

In recent decades, Hanging Rock has been widely
popular for its mystery and stories, in part thanks to
the international success of the book and film Picnic at
Hanging Rock in 1975. A six-part TV adaptation of the
book was filmed in 2018 on site, with an international cast
and crew, whilst most recently the Hanging Rock Reserve
was selected for three scenes of 10- part TV drama series,
‘La Brea’. Filmed by Universal Studios in 2021.

Several local sporting facilities are located in the Precinct,
including a cricket oval and facilities, tennis courts and
facilities and a petanque ‘pist’ with associated storage.

Recently music concerts have been held at Hanging Rock
since the 2010s, often featuring well known overseas acts
that have become a major tourist attraction for Hanging
Rock and the Macedon Ranges. The contribution the
concerts have on the visitor economy is significant and are
largely seen as a success.

Since the 1970s upgrades to facilities, paths, tracks, toilets
and additional picnic shelters has ensured that the Reserve
continues to be a popular place for visitors to gather and
picnic.
- Hanging Rock Precinct Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Landscape Conservation Management Plan (ELA, 2021)
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Introduction

The Study Area

Hanging Rock is an iconic and significant feature of the
Victorian and Australian landscape, formed over 6 million
years ago. The Reserve is located approximately 62km
north-west of the Melbourne CBD within Macedon
Ranges Shire, near the townships of Woodend and Mount
Macedon.
The Hanging Rock Precinct is bound by Colwells Road to
the north, Straws Lane to the east, South Rock Road to
the south and the cessation of Maxted Road and The Rock
itself to the west.
The Rock formation is Crown land that was gazetted
in 1870. The Hanging Rock Reserve was permanently
reserved for the purpose of ‘‘Public recreation and for
affording access to water’’ in the government gazette
dated November 28, 1884. It is zoned Public Conservation
and Resource Zone, which provides for the protection and
conservation of the natural environment, natural processes
and heritage, scientific, landscape, habitat or cultural
significance.
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The East Paddock, was purchased by the former Newham
and Woodend Shire Council in 1990. This land is zoned
Public Park and Recreation Zone, which recognises land
for public recreation and open space.
The Department of Land, Water and Environment are
currently negotiating the purchase of East Paddock from
the Macedon Ranges Shire Council.

This Master Plan is not dependent on current ownership
arrangements and assumes that the final ownership
arrangements will support a consolidated Master Plan for
the site through appropriate and transparent governance
and management practices.
Hanging Rock is a significant cultural and tourism
destination in the Macedon Ranges Shire and Victoria.
Located within an easy day-trips distance from Melbourne,
it sits alongside Mount Macedon as a key nature-based
tourism asset. The Rock is used in branding and promotion
of tourism in the region and supports the visitor economy
through attraction of visitors and events.
The Macedon Ranges Visitor Economy Strategy 20192029 supports developing Hanging Rock as a world-class
destination featuring Aboriginal cultural experiences and
interpretation. To become a world-class destination of this
kind, The Rock requires careful planning and investment,
sustainable management and enhancement of the visitor
experience.
The Visitor Economy Strategy recommends the
prioritisation of the implementation of the Hanging Rock
Strategic Plan. Released in 2018, the Strategic Plan sets
a 50-year vision for the Reserve and provides objectives
and strategies to guide its protection and development.
The tourism strategies and objectives of the Strategic
Plan provide the basis for further tourism advice and
preparation of the Master Plan.
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Figure 1.

The Study Area
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The Regional Context

Visitation from the regions is also critical, with a large
number of significant regional locations proximate to
Hanging Rock from a day trip/over night stay perspective.
These include:

The high landscape, environmental and cultural values
were officially recognised when the Macedon Ranges
was declared a distinctive area and landscape under state
planning policy in 2018. Specific to the visitor economy
the State Planning Policy (SPP) includes in its vision that,
‘Macedon Ranges has a flourishing and environmentally
sustainable visitor economy that respects the area’s
environmental and cultural values, providing locals and
visitors with a variety of high-quality natural attractions and
experiences'.
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Located less than an hour’s drive from Melbourne, the
Macedon Ranges is a popular visitor destination, highly
regarded for its rural landscapes and natural environments,
the iconic landmarks of Hanging Rock and Mount
Macedon, the unique character of its heritage villages,
food and wine and the local artisan culture.

·

Geelong (260,000+ estimate).

·

Ballarat (105,000+ estimate).

·

Bendigo (100,000+ estimate).

·

Shepparton (50,000+ estimate).

·

Echuca/Moama (20,000+ estimate).

·

Torquay (15,000+ estimate).

·

Castlemaine (10,000+ estimate).

·

Benalla (10,000+ estimate).

In 2016 Macedon Ranges attracted 1.67 million visitors,
with over 1 million day-trip visitors and 654,000 overnight
visitors. Macedon Ranges has grown 47% in overnight
visitation, 74% in day-trip visitation and 62% in total
visitation since 2009 (Macedon Ranges Visitor Economy
Impact Study 2017).

The Daylesford and Macedon Ranges tourism region
promotes its brand of ‘wellness’. The potential and
strength of the Macedon Ranges within the region is in the
broader interpretation of wellness as health and relaxation,
creativity and the strong connection with nature and
people.

Visitation is concentrated predominantly to Kyneton and
Woodend sub regions, which together attract 68% of
total visitation to Macedon Ranges. This highlights that
visitor dispersal towards the east of the Shire should
be a key consideration in order to strengthen business
opportunities.

The Macedon Ranges is defined by the character of its
historic artisan villages and townships connected by the
overarching theme of the ‘makers’ - as defined by the
creative arts, artisanal food, wine and agricultural products
and the increased popularity of workshops.

Visitation projections show that Macedon Ranges has the
potential to attract an additional 1 million visitors by 2025
using a mid-point growth scenario.
Importantly the visitor economy contributes significantly
to the lifestyle of residents by providing local employment
opportunities and a greater quantity and mix of retail
businesses, quality cafés and restaurants and experiences
throughout the region.

The strong heritage values and townships of Kyneton and
Woodend provide a strong motivator for visitation.
Emerging products for the Macedon Ranges include
accommodation, Aboriginal cultural heritage experiences,
wellness and mineral springs, weddings and conferences
and agritourism.
- Macedon Ranges Visitor Economy Strategy 2019-2029
(Urban Enterprise, 2019)

Introduction
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Figure 2.

The Regional Context
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The Regional Network

A key strength of the Macedon Ranges nature-based
visitor experience is the diversity of outdoor activities that
are available in a variety of natural settings.
There are many opportunities for active recreation
experiences such as bushwalking, trail running, cycling,
rock-climbing and horse riding. The abundance of nature
reserves, parks, gardens and rural landscapes support
many passive recreation activities such as general
sightseeing, birdwatching, visiting farms, educational tours
(flora and fauna), photography and picnicking.
Hanging Rock is the major visitor destination in the
Macedon Ranges. The rare volcanic formations are
a majestic and inspiring scenic landscape. A site of
Indigenous significance, Hanging Rock is on the edge
of three Traditional Owner group boundaries and is
considered a shared place and site for gathering.
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This Master Plan seeks to reaffirm the significance of
Hanging Rock as a cultural, events and leisure destination.
Key to this project, is understanding the future use and
visitation of the site.

Due to its proximity to Melbourne, day-trip visitation is
understandably high and with Melbourne’s projected
population growth, visitation figures will continue to rise.
In the decade prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, general
visitation has doubled from approximately 60,000 to
nearly 120,000 per year - exclusive of events, concerts,
race days and other events that are ticketed separately.
Assuming a continued increased in visitation, Hanging
Rock will need careful management to overcome existing
and future overcrowding and congestion. Current
congestion and a perceived reduction in visitor experience
on peak visitation days will be exacerbated in the future as
visitation numbers increase.
A method to re-frame the question of what is Hanging
Rock is to look nearby at other similar or different open
space and leisure locations, that can carry some of the
recreation and picnic load that are highly sought after at
Hanging Rock. Whilst Hanging Rock may be ‘the jewel
in the crown’ of the Macedon Ranges, there are a series
of highly valued destinations that can also distribute the
visitor load.

Mount Macedon and surrounds is the next most popular
outdoor destination with the major attractions including
the parks and gardens, walking trails and the Harbisons
Picnic Area, tearooms and Memorial Cross (Victoria’s most
significant war memorial after the Shrine of Remembrance
in Melbourne) on Mt Macedon.
Other outdoor destinations and experiences include:
·

Wombat and Lerderderg State Forests.

·

Black Hill and Bald Hill Reserve.

·

Upper Coliban, Lauriston and Malmsbury Reservoirs.

·

Campaspe River Walk and Kyneton Town walk
(Kyneton).

·

Conglomerate Gully Walking Track (Riddells Creek).

·

Five Mile Creek Walk (Woodend).

·

Malmsbury Viaduct.

·

Kyneton, Gisborne and Malmsbury Botanic Gardens.

Cycling is a growing strength across Victoria and the
Macedon Ranges has strong cycling credentials in both
road and mountain biking.
— Hanging Rock Master Plan Tourism Advice
(Urban Enterprise, 2021)

In regards to active recreation, there are a number of
existing nearby facilities and proposed facilities that can
cater for the growing demand of active sporting groups in
the area.

Introduction
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Figure 3.

The Regional Network
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Master Plan Foundations

2.1.1 Hanging Rock Strategic Plan
(Ethos Urban, September, 2018)

As has been outlined, the work in this 2021/2022
Hanging Rock Precinct Master Plan does not start from
scratch. Master Plan and management options have been
developed in 1993 and 2017 which inform and guide the
development of this more recent plan. The completion of
more recent reports in relation to ecological management,
cultural heritage conservation management and tourism
advice will guide the next stages of the program.
The Master Plan builds upon the work that has been
completed over the past two decades to ensure a
robust, considered and deliverable program of works is
accomplished.

HANGING ROCK
S TRA TE G I C P LA N
September 2018

The Strategic Plan recognises the iconic nature of the
Hanging Rock Precinct for its cultural, geological and
ecological values and sets a 50-year vision for the
precinct:
"Hanging Rock will be renowned for its importance to our
First Peoples, its dramatic geological form and ( its wider
landscape setting within the Macedon Ranges. The role
of The Rock throughout history as a place of gathering,
reflection and intrigue will be understood and celebrated.
The re-vegetated bushland environment will enhance
the secluded ambience and provide a habitat for native
wildlife. Activities around The Rock will reflect its historical
uses centred on recreation and education and its State and
National significance".
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It also provides objectives, strategies and actions
to support implementation of the Vision, provides a
management plan to inform a governance model and
identifies action priorities and timeframes

The different human user groups for Hanging Rock include:
·

Aboriginal Traditional Owners.

·

Environmental interest groups (includes flora and
fauna).

·

Local sports clubs.

·

Local businesses.

·

Macedon Ranges Shire Council.

·

Visitors & event attendees.

·

Local residents.

·

The wider victorian community.

The Victorian State Government and Macedon Ranges
Shire Council approved the Strategic Plan in 2018 , which
provides the basis on which this Master Plan has been
developed and the key objectives, strategies and actions
have been used to guide the plan for the Hanging Rock
Precinct.

Context
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2.1.2 Draft Hanging Rock Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Landscape Conservation Management Plan
(ACHLCMP) (Eco Logical Australia, July 2021)

Hanging Rock Precinct Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Landscape Conservation Management Plan
DELWP Loddon Mallee

© ECO LOGICAL AUSTRALIA PTY LTD

1

The methods used during the preparation of this
ACHLCMP included:
·

Desktop assessments and database reviews
investigating the:
·

environmental and archaeological context of the
Hanging Rock Precinct.

·

historical and ethnohistorical accounts of
Aboriginal occupation at Hanging Rock.

·

past and present land use of the Hanging Rock
Precinct.

·

Archaeological ground surface pedestrian surveys.

·

Formal and informal consultation with
Taungurung, Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung and Djaara
representatives during the archaeological survey
and onsite cultural values recording sessions.

This Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Landscape Conservation
Management Plan (ACHLCMP) presents the results of a
range of desktop investigations and oral history interviews
into the Hanging Rock Precent as a location, a locale and
a place that has a strong emotional connection for the
Traditional Owners. The information assembled during
these
investigations will be structured in line with this thematic
approach of location, locale and sense of place.
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As part of the implementation of the Hanging Rock
Strategic Plan, the Victorian Department of Environment,
Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) Loddon Mallee region
commissioned the preparation of an Aboriginal Cultural
Heritage Landscape Conservation Management Plan
(ACHLCMP) that assesses the Aboriginal cultural values
of the precinct and requirements for management of the
area.

Context
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2.1.3 Hanging Rock Environmental Management Plan (EMP) 2021
(Practical Ecology, July 2021)

The aim of the Hanging Rock Environmental Management
Plan update is to build on the progress made in recent
years through the implementation of the 2015 EMP,
developing a robust and refined framework that sets
the standard for documents of this type and elevates
protection of ecological values as a primary consideration
in future decisions about management of the Precinct.

Hanging Rock

Environmental Management Plan
2021 Update

Part 2 of the Hanging Rock Environmental Management
Plan (EMP) Update 2021 establishes Management Zones
for the Precinct, along with recommended actions for
the next 5-10 years of management, dependant on the
completion and implementation of the Hanging Rock
Master Plan.
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Part 2 – Management Plan

1

The development of this plan includes;
·

The updating of contents of the 2015 EMP to respond
to the vision and objectives of the Strategic Plan
(DELWP 2018).

·

Provision of an updated assessment of environmental
and recreational values of the Hanging Rock Precinct,
as identified through a review of relevant literature
and databases, site assessments and stakeholder
engagement.

·

Identification of the current threats to these values,
as determined through integration of the information
sources listed above.

·

Prescription of management opportunities that can
address these threats and guide ongoing management
of the Precinct, providing guidance for the
development of a future Master Plan for the Precinct.

·

Incorporation of recommendations of cultural heritage
assessments by DELWP, in line with the Strategic Plan
for management identified cultural heritage values
within the Precinct.

The EMP is meant to be read in conjunction with this
Master Plan, as a way to bridge the gap between design
and management. The Master Plan builds on the work
completed in the EMP, which looks at the current
condition of The Rock environment and looks at ways
that the Master Plan can improve and expand upon the
conservation goals and outcomes proposed in the EMP.

Draft Hanging Rock Precinct Master Plan
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2.1.4 Hanging Rock Precinct Draft Master Plan Options for Consultation
(Aspect Studios/Village Well, August 2017)

Masterplan Options
For Consultation
August 2017

Smaller design changes included a range of ecological
improvements, infrastructure upgrades and updated
signage/wayfinding design, such as:
·

Enhanced trail network - suggested upgrades to
various trails around the site.

·

Environmental improvements - a variety of suggested
improvements consistent with or in addition to the
adopted Hanging Rock Environmental Management
Plan.

·

Service infrastructure improvements.

·

Improving the park amenity.

·

Sport facility options.

·

Event opportunities.

·

Rationalise events zones.

Largely the investigations and methodology undertaken
through the 2017 report are valid and still appropriate
design and organisational questions to ask today.
Before the report was finalised, the Shire put the Master
Planning process on hold as there were concerns that the
process did not adequately capture the significance of the
environmental and cultural heritage values on site. This
lead to the commissioning of the Hanging Rock Strategic
Plan and the subsequent EMP/ACHLCMP documents.
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Hanging Rock Precinct Masterplan

Aspect and Village Well prepared multiple design
scenarios based on rigorous community consultation to
understand the qualities that the local community and
tourist community value at Hanging Rock. The options
posed short and medium term options, that looked at a
range of ways to reconfigure the existing uses in a way that
would benefit the user experience and functionality of the
site.

Draft Hanging Rock Precinct Master Plan

2.2

Planning Policy

2.1.5 Zones and Overlays

Land within the Hanging Rock Precinct is currently zoned
under the Macedon Ranges Shire Planning Scheme as
follows:
·

Public Conservation and Resource Zone (PCRZ) –
Hanging Rock Reserve.

·

Public Park and Recreation Zone (PPRZ) – East
Paddock.

Planning scheme overlays that apply to the Hanging Rock
Precinct include:
·

Heritage Overlay (HO88).

·

Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO).

·

Vegetation Protection Overlay – Schedule 9 (VPO9).

·

Significant Landscape Overlay – Schedule 1 (SLO1).

·

Environmental Significance Overlay – Schedule 4
(ESO4).
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Activities requiring permits under these overlays all have
the potential to impact on Aboriginal cultural values.

Context
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Hanging Rock Zoning Provisions

Figure 5.

Hanging Rock Heritage Overlay (HO88)

Figure 6.

Hanging Rock Bushfire Management Overlay (BMO)

Figure 7.

Hanging Rock Environmental Significance Overlay (ESO4)

Figure 8.

Hanging Rock Significant Landscape Overlay (SLO1)

Figure 9.

Hanging Rock Vegetation Protection Overlay (VPO1)
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Figure 4.
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Visitor Experience

Overview

Café and Gift Shop

Discovery Centre

There are a range of opportunities to improve the quality
of visitor experience throughout the duration of a visit/
stay it a particular location. These range from easy to use
online booking systems, great customer service, high
quality materials and finishes, regular and ongoing site
maintenance and the ability to offer a unique and exciting
destination.

The licensed Café is generally open six days a week,
from 11am-3pm weekdays and 10am-4pm on weekends.
Souvenirs are also available from the gift shop. The current
operators of the Hanging Rock Café have held the lease
since 2013. The Café is an important source of revenue
for the Reserve and contributes to the tourism experience
through provision of a food and beverage offering. The
Café also offers functions by enquiry.

The Discovery Centre, located adjacent to the Café
and Gift shop, is a self-guided experience, primarily via
a single walkway that takes visitors along the history of
The Rock and key moments in history. It includes some
static interpretative displays and soundscapes about the
Reserve’s geological and settlement history, as well as
exhibits on the Picnic at Hanging Rock film. The centre is
free for visitors to the Reserve and also includes a viewing
deck, with views primarily to the south of the Reserve and
close up views of the base of The Rock. The Discovery
Centre is unstaffed, reducing ongoing operating costs.

A key part of the experience is the initial impression as you
enter a site. The main entrance to the Precinct is located
at Racecourse Road via South Rock Road. The entry leads
to the main car park, located adjacent to the Café and
Discovery Centre which is located at the base of The Rock.
The current orientation of the visitor access from South
Rock Road limits the sense of arrival to the Precinct, with
views of The Rock obscured. The location of the current
visitor hub also potentially limits opportunities for greater
dispersal of visitors throughout the Reserve as visitors are
funnelled to the base of The Rock and are naturally drawn
to the Summit Walk. Congestion around this area is a
common issue that has been highlighted.
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The current visitor hub consists of a Café, shop, Discovery
Centre (interpretive centre), visitor information stand and
car parking ticketing facilities. The infrastructure is ageing
and is in need of maintenance and/or renewal to address
maintenance issues and compliance with current day
building standards.

The Café includes an outdoor seating area, with views
toward the south of the Reserve. There are no views of
The Rock from the Café seating area, which is a missed
opportunity for a food and beverage experience that does
not capitalise on the unique setting and location.

The interpretive content and experience within the
Discovery Centre is generally outdated, provides
for limited engagement and the story telling lacks in
diversity and depth. There is a noted lack of educational
content around the Indigenous significance of the site
and its environmental values. Stakeholders commented
that visitors actively seek these stories and that they
provide key opportunities for further interpretation and
engagement with visitors.
This information would appeal to both general visitors as
well as be targeted to growth of the educational market.
There are 334 schools within a one-hour catchment of the
Hanging Rock Reserve, including 26 schools with almost
9,000 students in the Macedon Ranges Shire. Hanging
Rock is also within a comfortable day-trips distance from
Melbourne, providing strong opportunity to capture daytrip school excursions.
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Master Plan Considerations

·

Consider a redevelopment of the visitor hub to address
ageing infrastructure, better capitalise on the unique
setting, deliver new tourism opportunities and improve
the visitor experience. A visitor hub could include the
following:
·

·

·

Potential relocation of the visitor hub towards the
east of the Reserve to create an improved sense
of arrival for visitors (with views to The Rock).
This would also provide opportunity for improved
dispersal of visitors to various walking tracks
around the Reserve and limit the funnelling of
visitors to the base of The Rock.
A new Café and restaurant space that provides
views towards The Rock. This would enhance the
food and beverage offering as a destination dining
experience, encourage extended length of stay and
visitor expenditure. Explore potential opportunities
to use Indigenous ingredients across the menu.
An open outdoor space with room for picnic rugs,
where visitors can purchase takeaway picnic
hampers from the Café.

·

A new co-located gift shop with high quality
products from the region, including local produce
and Indigenous made products.

·

Consideration of an Indigenous art gallery space
with retail component.

·

A multi-function space providing views towards
The Rock would also provide greater opportunity
for the space to double as a temporary event
space, educational room for school visits and other
temporary education and event experiences.

·

Provide opportunities for small outdoor and/
or covered acoustic performances and popup concerts adjacent to the Café to encourage
visitation.

·

A co-located multi-purpose Indigenous and
environmental educational space for school and
other groups.

·

A space for Traditional Owner ceremonies.

·

A hub for ticketing, information / access to digital
interpretive content (with a focus on provision of
Indigenous and environmental interpretive content,
as well as links to the more recent history of
activities at Hanging Rock).

·

A hub for commencement of walking tours.

·

Clearly delineated trail head with access to the
various walking trails.

·

Co-location with reserve management offices and
workshop, with a viewing/educational component
for visitors and groups to see what is involved in
the day-to-day management of the Reserve and its
ongoing environmental conservation.

·

Incorporation of Indigenous naming of places and

facilities.
·

Incorporation of environmentally sensitive
and sustainable design (including used as an
opportunity to offset building operational costs and
future maintenance needs).

·

Support the role of Hanging Rock as a destination
and a visitor hub that encourages greater dispersal
of visitors throughout the Macedon Ranges Shire.
This can be achieved through stocking regionally
made produce and products, providing access to
information and incorporation of content as part of
guided tours.
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Tourism and economic considerations relevant to
development of the Master Plan include:
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2.4

Context

Nature Based Tourism

Hanging Rock is a nature-based destination, leveraging its
unique geological history, picturesque setting and cultural
and environmental values.
As is noted in the Strategic Plan, passive recreation is a
large reason why the site is such a popular destination
for families, as it provides a unique, healthy and low-cost
experience for day-trips from Melbourne.
Visitor data provided by Macedon Ranges Shire shows that
over the past decade, general attendance visitors were
to the precinct has increased from 60,000 to 120,000
per annum prior to COVID-19. COVID-19 has resulted
in a decrease in general admission visitors over the two
previous financial years through lockdowns with the
Reserve being closed to visitors through these times.
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Anecdotally, Melbourne is the primary market for visitors
to Hanging Rock and attracts a range of market segments
and demographics including families, young couples
and older visitors. Visitors are generally interested in
experiencing and exploring the natural Reserve, with the
walking experiences forming the core component of this
experience.
The Rock has grown in prominence in recent years due to
increased market awareness through major events and the
remake of the Picnic at Hanging Rock mini-series in 2018.

Visitation to The Rock is variable throughout the year.
The warmer seasons (Spring and Summer) are popular
particularly on weekends, along with school holidays.
Visitation during colder months and mid-week tends to be
lower, with limited activity at the Reserve. Stakeholders
noted that there is a need to encourage greater visitation in
the quieter months of the year and improve the distribution
of visitation over the week.
Currently, walking trails are the primary nature-based
experience and the key driver of visitation to the Reserve.
There are a number of nature walks throughout the
precinct, including the Summit Walk, of approximately
1.8km in length, which traverses The Rock to the summit,
providing stunning views across the surrounding landscape
as well as opportunities for wildlife sightings. Other walks
include the Base Walk (1.8km) and the Creek Walk (2.3km).
The summit walk is highly popular and the key motivator
for people to visit, the Base Walk is also popular,
particularly for those seeking a more gentle walk with more
modest fitness levels required, whilst the Creek Walk was
noted as currently being the least popular of the three
walks.
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The tourism and economic considerations relevant to
development of the Master Plan include:
·

Support the development of Hanging Rock as a naturebased destination, providing a range of opportunities
and experiences that enable visitors to engage with
nature and the Reserve.

·

Increase and improve walking trails and walking
experiences to better disperse visitors throughout
the Precinct. A range of walking experiences would
improve the nature-based offering of the Precinct
and encourage repeat visitation, this could include
consideration of:
·

Improvements to trail infrastructure, including all
abilities access walks, wayfinding signage, viewing
platforms (offering unique and discreet views of
The Rock) and trail types (e.g. formalised trails,
raised walkways/sections of boardwalk).

·

Improved interpretive content and materials
would improve self-guided walking experiences.
Interpretive materials could be provided through
signage that links to digital channels, so that it is
available on handheld devices and accessible at
key points of interest along walking journeys.

·

Consideration of improvements to trail heads and
a reorientation of the commencement of walks to
provide for a “lead in” to the hero products. This
could be considered through a relocation of the
visitor hub toward the east of the Precinct.

·

Opportunities to better link existing and future
walking tracks.

·

The Strategic Plan notes the potential to manage
access to The Rock through the use of guided walks
to ensure less intrusion and erosion in more sensitive
areas of The Rock, this and other potential options that
could be considered to manage access to The Rock
include:
·

Further development of guided walks with themed
content (e.g. geological, environmental and cultural
significance). Guided walks would need to be
formalised and occur regularly in order to cater to
likely demand. Like many destinations, The Rock
is subject to seasonality and fluctuations in visitor
numbers.

·

Upgraded trail infrastructure to better manage
areas of visitor access, reduce environmental
impact and improve the visitor experience.

·

Any changes to access to The Rock should aim to
improve the visitor experience including limiting
overcrowding, provide high-quality and themed
guided tour content, improving the walking
experience, not compromising key drivers of
visitation and revenue generation used to fund
operation of the Reserve.

·

A change in the access arrangements to The Rock
would likely have operational implications. There
is a need to consider demand and frequency of
demand (including factoring in seasonality), staffing
requirements, ticket cost, formal booking/ticketing
services, operations funding etc.

·

Increased formalisation of guided walking tours,
telling stories of the site, including its connection
and significance to Indigenous people and its
environmental and geological significance.
Stakeholders commented that there is a substantial
gap in the current cultural heritage and educational
product offering at the Reserve, which could be
in part improved through further development of
guided tours. School groups would be a key target
audience for guided walking tours, with potential to
explore opportunities to align content with the school
curriculum.

·

Support opportunities for passive nature-based
activities including bird watching and wildlife sightings,
improved through interpretive materials (with access
to information available via hand held devices linked to
signage).

·

Improved connections to the Precinct via shared
trails and cycling connections. Macedon Ranges
currently promote the Woodend-to-Hanging Rock
ride for families. The ride is approximately 26.6km,
taking around 1 hour and 20 minutes to complete.
The Strategic Plan notes the potential for an off-road
connection from Woodend and connection further
afield to Daylesford. Promotion of active transport
connections to Hanging Rock would reduce reliance
on car parking and provide for an improved visitor
experience. Cycling infrastructure, such as bicycle
parking and a place to refill on water, grab a coffee or
bite to eat would enhance the experience for visitors
accessing the site by bike.
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Master Plan Considerations
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Events and Gathering

Concerts and Events

Frontier Touring has coordinated and managed nine
concerts at The Rock, since 2010. The concerts are held
on the East Paddock and offer stunning views of Hanging
Rock as a backdrop to the amphitheatre. Visitor data
shows the major concerts attract around 20,000 paid
event attendees annually. Major events provide the second
highest source of income for the Reserve behind general
admissions and assist in offsetting the management costs
of the Reserve.
The majority of infrastructure is brought in to cater to
events, this includes toilets, food and beverage vendors,
ticketing, stage, sound and lighting, fencing and other
infrastructure. The significant requirement to bring in
temporary infrastructure for events places limits on the
financial return for event organisers. These events have
been managed through a five-year agreement with the
Macedon Ranges Shire Council, which is currently under
review.
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Stakeholders have noted the significant economic
value of major touring concerts to the local economy.
Economic value is realised through expenditure in local
food and accommodation businesses, retail, tours and
other businesses. It was noted that limited commercial
accommodation in the region can inhibit the full economic
value of the events being realised within Macedon Ranges
Shire.

In addition to major concerts Hanging Rock hosts a
number of other key events. Based on the events held in
the 2018/29 financial year (pre-COVID-19), this included:
·

Macedon Ranges District Motor Club Car Display
(8,694 attendees);

·

Craft Markets – held throughout the year in March,
April, October and December (3,391 combined total
attendees);

·

Annual ‘Run The Rock’ Fun Run (1,359 attendees);

·

Film Night - Annual outdoor screening of the iconic
film ‘Picnic at Hanging Rock’ (297 attendees);

·

Camp Out Event (354 attendees); and

·

Horse racing events (New Year’s Day Races and
Australia Day Races) (5,781 combined total attendees).

Visitor data shows these events have relatively consistent
levels of attendance year on year. The car rally and race
events being the most visited, followed by the craft
markets. These events are an important component of
Hanging Rock’s association as place for activities and
gathering, as well as being an important contributor to
revenue to offset management of the site.

The first official race meeting was held at Hanging Rock
on New Years Day 1886, however thoroughbred racing has
been taking place at the base of The Rock on an unofficial
basis from at least the 1870s. The racing events attract
around 2,500 to 3,500 spectators per event and are noted
as being a unique and fun experience.
Two major racing events are still run at Hanging Rock (New
Year’s Day and Australia Day). The Kyneton and Hanging
Rock Race Club have a Maintenance Agreement with
Council for Council to maintain the course and annual
Usage Agreements for use of reserve for race days on New
Year’s Day and Australia Day.
Hanging Rock is also a popular location for social functions
and events, including picnics between family and friends
and more formalised functions such as birthdays and
weddings. The Strategic Plan notes that some areas/
shelters require upgrades to improve aesthetics, quality
and accessibility.
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Master Plan Consideration

·

Ensure major events are culturally appropriate,
including incorporating a Welcome to Country at major
concerts and events.

·

The Master Plan should recognise the value of events
at Hanging Rock, including their economic contribution
to the region, direct contribution to revenue to offset
management costs, social values and promotion of the
Reserve and the region to domestic and international
markets.

·

For major concerts, investigate opportunities to
improve shuttling arrangements to site to reduce the
requirement for on-site car parking.

·

Use of the site for events should be appropriate to the
scale and capacity of the site.

·

Improved marketing and promotion of the site for
smaller scale events, including existing facilities
available for social events.

·

Consider opportunities for small scale acoustic pop-up
concert performances associated with a re-imagined
visitor/ Café space.

·

Consider opportunities for new events, such as
Indigenous cultural events and a “Picnic at Hanging
Rock” event.
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Hanging Rock has a long history as a place of gathering.
Tourism and economic considerations relevant to
development of the Master Plan include:
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Context

Cultural Heritage

Traditional Owners

The Hanging Rock Precinct is significant to Djaara,
Taungurung and Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung peoples both
past and present. It is located on the traditional cultural
boundaries of the three language groups and holds a
multitude of cultural values as a ceremonial place, a
gathering place and a place with spiritual and sacred
connections.
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Hanging Rock is a place of continuing cultural practice
and learning and a place to educate the wider community.
It is a place that facilitates a connection to Country and
to Traditional Owners both past and present. It is a place
where people would have gathered in large numbers in the
past, camping around The Rock as they prepared to renew
old acquaintances, pursue trade and exchange and plan for
important ceremonies. Hanging Rock would have formed
part of a wider network of places that connected the
Traditional Owners to their Country and to other Aboriginal
groups, where they travelled, hunted and gathered
according to season, water, ceremony, lore and trade.

The landscape of the Hanging Rock Precinct is extremely
evocative and The Rock formation creates a sense of
mystery which has been tapped into by both Traditional
Owners and European settlers alike. Traditional
ceremonies, including initiation ceremonies, are known to
have occurred at Hanging Rock and The Rock formation
would have made a compelling backdrop to these events.
Aesthetically, the precinct is also significant as a location
of remnant vegetation including on The Rock itself, giving
an insight as to the nature of the place prior to European
settlement. Furthermore, Hanging Rock forms part of a
series of culturally important viewsheds and view lines
across the surrounding landscape, between the East
Paddock, Camels Hump (at Mount Macedon) and Brock’s
Monument at Romsey.
The precinct is a place where plant and animal resources
would have been procured for food, medicine and the
manufacture of tools and other products. It also links to
historical interactions between Aboriginal people and early
European settlers.
Cultural heritage is often considered in terms of both
the tangible and intangible ways that people create, live,
express and understand themselves and their place in the
world. As would be expected, tangible and intangible
cultural heritage varies from culture to culture.
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Context

Tangible Heritage

Intangible Heritage

Tangible cultural heritage includes moveable or immovable
objects, property, sites, structures or groups of structures
which have archaeological, historical, cultural, artistic or
religious values. It can also include unique natural features
or tangible objects that embody cultural values, such as
lakes, ponds, outcrops, rocks and waterfalls.

In contrast, intangible forms of cultural heritage include
knowledge, innovations and beliefs. Intangible cultural
heritage is the traditions and living expressions inherited
from ancestors and passed on to descendants. Intangible
heritage includes cultural practices, oral traditions and
language, skills, techniques and knowledge including
dance, stories, crafts, medicines and designs.
Aboriginal intangible heritage is communicated from
generation to generation and is constantly recreated by
communities in response to their environment and their
history. It provides communities and individuals with a
sense of identity and continuity. In Victoria, Aboriginal
intangible heritage includes ceremony; creation stories;
skills involved in the creation of cultural items; knowledge
and skills associated with medicinal plant use; and
language, dance and song.
Oral tradition sites are places of intrinsic contemporary
cultural significance or are associated with specific forms
of contemporary cultural knowledge (this aspect being
tangible). They are identified primarily on the basis that
people alive today possess knowledge of these places
(including their location, the stories behind them and the
reasons why they are of cultural importance)and that the
places exist as physical entities in the landscape.
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While some of these places may contain physical (i.e.
tangible) evidence of the human behaviours that relate
to them, it is not an essential requirement in order for the
place to be identified as a cultural heritage site – the fact
that people have an extant oral tradition that identifies the
place as being associated with a cultural activity or belief
(i.e. intangible heritage) is sufficient. These may include
places associated with ceremonial or ritual activities; burial
sites and cemeteries; and places where people lived or
undertook important social or economic activities.
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3.1

Vision

Hanging Rock will be renowned for its importance to
our First Peoples, its dramatic geological form and its
wider landscape setting within the Macedon Ranges.
The role of The Rock throughout history as a place of
gathering, reflection and intrigue will be understood
and celebrated.
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The re-vegetated bushland environment will enhance
the secluded ambience and provide a habitat for
native wildlife. Activities around The Rock will
reflect its historical uses centred on recreation and
educationand its State and National significance.
— Hanging Rock Strategic Plan, 2018
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Vision and Guiding Principles
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Summary Diagram

Integrated Site
Management
Systems

3.3

Guiding Principles

Immersive Cultural
Heritage Experience
Principles and Guidelines provide a site-specific foundation
for the Master Plan site planning and design approach.
Principles provide a high-level planning and design
direction for issues of major significance.

Benchmark
Environmental
Sustainability

Site Specific Design
Solutions

Guidelines provide more detailed recommendations
for design and decision-making process and preferred
outcomes.

Hanging Rock
Precinct
Master Plan
Regional Network
of Key Leisure
Destinations

Ecology Preservation
and Restoration

High Quality Visitor
Experience
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Cultural Heritage As A Foundation

Guidelines

·

·

Along with the iconic landscape of the site, cultural
heritage is a defining site quality. Indigenous cultural
heritage values and designated post-contact cultural
values must be conserved in accordance with
Conservation Management Plan requirements and
expressed within the site where possible.

Guideline 1.1

Comply with all state and federal cultural
and heritage legislation and regulations.

Cultural heritage must be seen as a core site value
and something that shapes and informs the visitors
experience of place.

Guideline 1.3 Use Indigenous culture and ways of seeing
the landscape as a foundation for site use
and interpretation.

Guideline 1.2 Work with Traditional Owners to ensure
that cultural values are protected,
appropriately acknowledged, interpreted
and celebrated.

Guideline 1.4 Esnure Indigenous culture is connected
to the wider region. Cultural traditions
and stories will relate to many places and
should be told in those places.
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Guideline 1.5 Ensure that the role of the Precinct as a
place that draws people together, and as a
place that has special cultural value to both
Indigenous and Non-Indigenous people, is
recognised and maintained.

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

The Master Plan consolidates and connects
ecological conservation areas and protects
cultural heritage assets and settings.

·

The site plan provides for a new network
of ‘destinations and journeys’ represented
through the idea of Indigenous ‘songlines’stories and place markers related to Hanging
Rock and its Indigenous and local people.
These songlines are represented by pathways
through the site. Hanging Rock will be seen
as a place that is interpreted through story,
landscape and activities.
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Environmental Sustainability and Ecological Integrity

Guidelines

The Hanging Rock site must be recognised for its
diverse ecological values. Those physical attributes
must be optimised within the site and form an integral
part of the visitor experience.

·

Ecological systems must be supported by controlling
direct visitor impacts and through increased
connectivity and consolidation of ecological areas.

·

Environmentally sensitive and responsive design
principles must be applied to all projects within the
site to promote the protection and enhancement of
the Hanging Rock Reserve and encourage ongoing site
appreciation, learning and understanding.

·

·

The assets and infrastructure should meet the
principles of the Green Council of Australia Green Star
Rating, where applicable, throughout the design and
development phases.
The site will be subject to an Integrated Environmental
Management System that establishes the highest
standards of environmental management across the
site and its facilities.

Guideline 2.1 Comply with all state and federal
environmental and cultural heritage
protection legislation and regulations.
Guideline 2.2 Translate the ecological values and
protection measures identified in the
Environmental Management Plan, 2021
into a framework of actions that relate
specifically to the Master Plan.
Guideline 2.3 Re-establish a connected, consolidated
and expanded network of high-quality
ecological areas that are specifically
protected by the control of visitor activities
and the design of facilities.
Guideline 2.4 Protect the contextual connections
between natural site features and
Indigenous cultural heritage.
Guideline 2.5 Construct all buildings, structures
and facilities to the highest possible
environmental standards, in accordance
with the Green Star Rating system,
reflecting their context within a major park
setting.
Guideline 2.6 Use FSC (Forestry Stewardship Council)
approved timber with a clearly audited
supply chain.
Guideline 2.7 Develop an Integrated Environmental
Management System for the site.

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

A significant improvement in ecological
values, environmental sustainability and
ecological connectivity. As a result, the
setting will have more robust ecological
values that are more able to support viable
ecological systems and respond more
effectively to climate change effects.

·

The site and all site facilities and
activities will be subject to an Integrated
Environmental Management System.
Hanging Rock Reserve and its facilities must
be seen as a benchmark in ecological and
environmental design and management.
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A Special Place With Unique Values

Guidelines
What This Means for the Master Plan

·

·

The precinct is of State and National importance
and should provide a unique and immersive visitor
experience. The visitors’ experience must be authentic
and memorable. Visitor numbers and activities should
be controlled to ensure the quality of the visitor
experience.
Apply a ‘visual management’ based approach to site
design. The siting of infrastructure should maintain the
quality of significant views within and beyond the site.
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·

The Hanging Rock site is a unique landscape with
unique physical features and cultural associations. It
must be seen as a special place that supports site
specific uses and activities that are intrinsically linked
to the place and its environmental and cultural values.
It should not be seen as, or function as a general park
setting with generic recreation activities.

Guideline 3.1 Ensure the site landscape is the ‘hero’ and
remains the dominant site feature. Site
planning and design must respond to the
site’s unique qualities, its sense of place and
its national profile. Site uses should never
diminish the natural qualities of the site.
Guideline 3.2 Place limits on user numbers. The visitor
experience must always be dominated by
the landscape and cultural stories. It must
not be dominated by crowds, vehicles or
infrastructure.
Guideline 3.3 Design pedestrian movement to provide
a range of curated ‘journeys’ through the
landscape. Each journey should provide a
narrative, a sense of curiosity, anticipation,
exploration and cultural or ecological story
to maximise the experience of the natural
landscape and cultural settings.
Guideline 3.4 Emsure the level and quality of facilities and
services matches the nature and supports
the visitor experience. The facilities and
services model should exceed a typical
municipal park standard and reflect the
special nature of the site.
Guideline 3.5 Minimise the use of built assets. Design
for assets that are absolutely necessary
and where they perform a specific and
necessary function. Eliminate superfluous
clutter in the landscape.
Guideline 3.6 Respond to the sites potentially
inhospitable weather by providing
adequate shade and shelter for all seasons.

·

The Master Plan retains key site uses that are
intrinsically linked to the Hanging Rock site
as a result of natural site features or historical
patterns of use. Generic sporting uses are
relocated to the wider park network to
enable their further development and growth
in participation.

·

The site as it currently exists is an
amalgamation of two separate land use
areas. The new Master Plan design must
seamlessly integrate both east and west and
create a logical functional layout that makes
best use of the whole site.

·

The ability to access the rock and the nature
of that access is subject to a range of other
considerations, including Traditional Owner
cultural values and physical conservation
of the site, but the special visual qualities
associated with the Rock are universally
recognised and must be an ongoing part of
the visitor experience.

·

Picnicking and walking are traditional
activities that have been a part of the
site since colonial settlement. Aboriginal
seasonal gathering, camping and ceremony
have been linked to the site for millennia.
The Hanging Rock site has always been
a place for meeting, leisure and special
activities.

·

The unique visual identity of the Hanging
Rock site and its landscape amenity have
always supported special community events.
The concept of ‘special events’ is a part of the
sites identity.
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A Regional Network of Destinations

Guidelines

·

·

Hanging Rock Reserve should be seen as part of a
regional landscape with a network of special places
and natural attractions.

Guideline 4.1 Present the Hanging Rock precinct as one
of many feature locations within a network
of landscapes and cultural places.

The Hanging Rock Reserve should support site specific
uses that are intrinsically linked to the natural qualities
of the site. It should not provide a venue for generic
leisure and sporting activities or sustain unlimited
levels of site use that diminish the quality of the visitor
experience.

Guideline 4.2 Relocate existing active sport to other
regional locations where they can develop
to their full potential.

The network should be seen in terms of both
‘destinations’; key places that provide for high level
leisure and sporting activities; and ‘journeys’; road
and trail touring routes that showcase the best of the
region. An integrated and effective regional network
of leisure destination allows for individual sites to
become the best and most place specific version of
themselves and not to become overwhelmed through
over-use.

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

The Hanging Rock Master Plan approach
retains site specific activities within the site
and designs those settings to achieve the
best relationship to the site itself. Sporting
facilities such as tennis and cricket are
not site-specific uses. By relocating these
facilities and their associated infrastructure
(parking, structures, fencing, signage,
spectator areas) to other places within the
regional park network, direct site impacts
can be removed and new sporting facilities
can be developed in places that have the
capacity to provide better and higher
capacity facilities and long term growth
potential.

·

The relocation of sporting facilities to other
sites allows for the relocation of other
inappropriately sited activities / facilities
such as playground and picnicking within the
Smokers Creek ecological corridor, to more
suitable locations.

Guideline 4.3 Use other network venues to take peak
season visitor pressure off the Hanging
Rock site.
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Landscape Character and Views

Guidelines

·

Maintain, enhance and promote the unique and iconic
landscape character by retaining and celebrating the
pattern of viewing that exists within the site. This will
include designated views to and from The Rock and
more intimate views associated with the base of The
Rock and the Smokers Creek ecological reserve.
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·

Hanging Rock is a visually striking landscape with
unique geological features. The visual character
should be the starting point for a deeper exploration
of Indigenous cultural stories, post-colonial stories and
site ecology.

Guideline 5.1 Maintain all important views and key visual
settings within the site.
Guideline 5.2 Provide new patterns of viewing and visual
perspectives of the site that relate to the
cultural and environmental values of the
site and its unique stories.
Guideline 5.3 Infrastructure and facilities contribute
to visitors’ enjoyment of the natural and
cultural qualities of the landscape, but they
must not visually dominate the setting.
Nature and its related cultural values must
always dominate.

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

A restructuring of the site and relocation
of the main vehicle arrival point and
visitor centre facilities allows for visitors
to experience the key eastern view of the
Hanging Rock formation.

·

The major trail network (the Songline Trail
System) connects all ecological and cultural
heritage areas and allows users to experience
the full range of landscapes and views which
characterise the Hanging Rock site.

·

Many site impacts such as noise, vehicle
hazards and the loss of ecological value are
a result of the location of small picnic and
parking settings across the site, particularly
around the base of the Hanging Rock
formation and within the Smokers Creek
corridor. The intention is to draw picnicking
and parking uses into a central spine, north
of Smokers Creek which will allow for a
connected ecological reserve system as well
as a clearer pattern of access and wayfinding
for first time visitors.
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Accessibility

Guidelines

·

Facilities at primary visitor destinations within each of
the Reserve precincts must be designed to meet the
universal design principles for all visitors, to reflect the
breadth and diversity of visitors to the Hanging Rock
site and their specific access needs and requirements.
Vehicle access will be strategically designed to provide
access to ‘hub’ locations and to provide emergency
and service vehicle access but pedestrian movement
will be seen as the primary means of experiencing the
site.

Guideline 6.1 The site and site facilities must, wherever
possible, achieve Universal Access
standards that allow for the widest range
of users. Design considerations will
include age, ability, ethnicity and cultural
background.
Guideline 6.2 Provide a high-quality network of trails
and supporting infrastructure designed
to support the different specific needs
of walkers and cyclists. Consider the
separation of different users where
necessary in order to provide a safe and
intimate landscape experience.
Guideline 6.3 Facilitate an intuitive reading of space and
connections for ease of accessibility and
navigation, minimising the need for signage
and physical interpretation.
Guideline 6.4 Consider modes of use for both daily levels
of use and peak periods.
Guideline 6.5 Consider existing and future sustainable
transport technologies, such as electric
bike share systems, transporter vehicles
and their functional design requirements

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

Vehicle access is still provided to leisure ‘hub’
locations, but the focus of the new site plan
is on pedestrian movement and pedestrian
based activities.

·

The major trail network (the Songline Trail
System) connects all ecological and cultural
heritage areas and allows users to experience
the full range of landscapes and views which
characterise the Hanging Rock site.

·

The site is designed to maximise universal
access and all major facilities, picnic and
creek settings will allow for all abilities
access.

·

A formal visitor centre will provide support
services, including specialist exhibitions,
interpretations, change facilities and
education / cultural interpretation services.
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Adaptability

Guidelines

·

·

Indigenous culture recognises six seasons and a mosaic
of changes associated with each season. The Hanging
Rock precinct should respond to seasonal variation
through activities and changes in presentation.
Change should be an integral part of how Hanging
Rock is understood.
Site design should allow for a range of alternate site
uses, but with a minimum of facilities.
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·

The Hanging Rock Reserve draws a wide range of
users. It must function as a place for individuals,
families, groups and event goers. It must be adaptable
to a range of user needs without leading to impacts on
the qualities that make it special.

Guideline 7.1

Design the precinct to operate effectively
in different modes of use and in different
seasons.

Guideline 7.2 Design structures, building and facilities
with a ‘long life -loose fit’ approach to allow
for flexibility in use and change over time to
meet future needs.

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

The Hanging Rock Reserve must meet
the needs of many different visitors and
many modes of use and yet it is important
that the site always provides an engaging
and immersive visitor experience that is
not overwhelmed with infrastructure and
services. The Master Plan is designed to
maximise the adaptive use of spaces that are
capable of operating in different modes of
use and different numbers of people.

·

Site Management Plans will be developed to
provide specific limits to user numbers and
to monitor the impacts of use. The site must
be sustainable physically and in terms of the
quality of the visitor experience.

Guideline 7.3 Design facilities for potential climate
change impacts.
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Safety and Risk

Guidelines

Promote and ensure the principle of ‘safety first’
through every facet of the design and development of
a project to ensure a safe workplace for land managers
and a safe environment for visitors.

Guideline 8.1 Ensure primary sites are designed to
control visitor access and circulation within
defined boundaries to mitigate risks to both
personal safety and impacts on the natural
and cultural values of the landscape. Allow
for the separation of people and vehicles as
far as practicable.
Guideline 8.2 Provide a consistent approach to managing
visitor access and promotes the need for
visitors to be aware of and manage their
own personal safety.

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

The Hanging Rock site will be used by a wide
range of visitors, including people of all ages
and abilities. The site must also cater to
non-English speaking people and visitors that
may have limited or no knowledge of the site
and its environment or weather. Design must
anticipate and manage risk.

Guideline 8.3 Utilise the natural landscape and sensitively
design and integrate facilities to minimise
the need for regulatory risk signage,
fencing or other obtrusive measures
that negatively impact on the natural
experience, wherever possible.
Guideline 8.4 Maintain a sense of ‘perceived risk’ where
possible so to not compromise the sense of
awe and drama by sanitising the experience
to meet safety requirements.
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Integrated Design and Management

Guidelines

·

·

The natural landscape and environment must be the
‘hero’ of the visitor experience and built elements
are to be considered subservient (secondary), but
supportive of the core experience.
New site planning should look to establish a more
balanced arrangement of site uses across the Reserve
that match activities to locations that are best able to
support those activities without adverse environmental
effects.
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·

Each design component should reflect an integrated
design and management approach that maintains the
authentic and place specific qualities of the site. This
approach will be supported through site management
and facilities design manuals.

Guideline 9.1 Maintain unobstructed key views.
Guideline 9.2 Strong design or architectural expression
will only be considered at high profile
visitor sites and only where the approach
contributes to or enhances the visitor
experience of engaging with the natural
environment in that location.
Guideline 9.3 Limit building and structure heights
to minimise visual impacts from key
viewpoints and from key visitor sites.
Views from the Hanging Rock must be
specifically considered in the siting and
design of structures.
Guideline 9.4 Design facilities at secondary or tertiary
sites to generally be restrained in form,
receding into the surrounding natural
landscape. The primary purpose of
these facilities is to provide the basic and
necessary conditions for visitors to access
the viewing point, sites or attractions.
Guideline 9.5 Submerge, subsume or screen ancillary
infrastructure such as car parking or
utilities.

What This Means for the Master Plan
·

The Master Plan will establish a design
framework for the site, but will not deal with
all the design and management standards,
day to day and event management issues that
will be a part of the site. The site will require
a series of management plans that control
site design, maintenance and use. This suite
of management plans is likely to include, but
not be limited to the following:
·

Ecological and environmental
management and monitoring.

·

Facilities design.

·

Site maintenance.

·

Event management & programming.

·

Integrated environmental management,
including building systems, water
management etc.
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Master Plan Overview

The following section provides an overview of the
Master Plan design, highlighting the major design drivers
that shape the site. Detailed site descriptions and plan
enlargements are provided in section 4.2.

A balanced use of the site

Understanding the Place through story telling

Legend

The Master Plan process allows for the full integration of
the western and eastern parts of the Reserve. The site
Master Plan changes the main site access point to Straws
Lane to the east and locates the Visitor Centre and related
parking east of the racetrack in a location with panoramic
views of the Hanging Rock formation and abundant space
for parking and visitor services. This site configuration
locates leisure areas and parking more evenly across the
Hanging Rock Reserve and deals more effectively with
peak period visitor numbers.

Hanging Rock is a place with many histories and cultural
stories, from the formation of The Rock to the generations
of Traditional Owner activities and more recent community
traditions and special events. The Master Plan uses a
network of ‘songline’ trails to mark special places and
views within the site and to tell, through story and art, the
cultural significance of the place.

1.

Site specific leisure uses
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Existing general sporting uses are relocated to alternative
offsite regional locations that will provide higher quality and
higher capacity facilities that increase participation. The
relocation process and facility development model will be
subject to a separate MRSC design process. The Hanging
Rock Racetrack will remain in use as a part of the cultural
heritage of the site.
The relocation of sporting facilities will enable the
relocation of picnicking and parking areas to less
ecologically sensitive locations and for the comprehensive
environmental rehabilitation of the Smokers Creek corridor.
A restoration of site ecological systems
Ecological systems across the Reserve will be restored
and reconnected to provide the highest and most
sustainable ecological and environmental values. Cultural
heritage values, including Traditional Owner values will be
recognised and maintained as a part of this process.

A new visitor arrival precinct support facilities
A new visitor centre facility will be developed in the
eastern arrival precinct. This facility will provide a range
of interpretation and education services, along with
Traditional Owner support services, food, beverage, toilets
and a multi-purpose space that could support education
activities, special exhibitions or small -scale commercial
functions.
Multiple use areas
The site plan retains a number of small, multi-purpose
grassed outdoor spaces in addition to the existing major
event space. The Hanging Rock site should provide for a
wide range of community activities and modes of use, but
without cluttering the site with infrastructure.

Main visitor arrival

2. Visitor Centre
3. Main carpark
4. Works Depot
5. Eastern Picnic Area
6. Smokers Creek Woodland
7. Smokers Creek Boardwalk
8. Songline Picnic Area
9. Grassy Woodland
10. Event Lawn & Picnic Area
11. Smokers Creek Picnic Area
12. Western Picnic Area
13. Hanging Rock Base
14. Hanging Rock Trail & Lookouts
15. Outer Rock Trail System
16. Hanging Rock Racecourse
17. Dam
18. Major Event Area
19. Event Support Area
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Master Plan Key Area Descriptions

4.1.1 Visitor Arrival Area

The visitor arrival area provides visitor support services
through the visitor centre, the major parking area for
cars, coaches and larger vehicles and a large woodland
/ grassland conservation area. The entrance road is
designed to allow for key views to the Hanging Rock
formation.
The existing South Rock Road access point is maintained
for temporary event access only. Ad-hoc parking within
the Smokers Creek corridor is removed to allow for
environmental rehabilitation works.

Legend
1.

Main road entry off Straws Lane

2. Existing Works Depot with
additional screen fencing and
woodland surrounds
3. Eastern picnic area with BBQ’s
and water supply
4. Smokers Creek Songline Trail.
This boardwalk system will
provide ecological interpretation
opportunities and story telling
opportunities related to
Traditional Owner cultures and
land use. Access will generally be
limited to the boardwalk system
with off trail access limited to
Traditional Owners.
5. Visitor Centre with ‘green roof’
and outdoor courtyards
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6. Visitor carpark
7. Coach / large vehicle parking.
This area may also be used to
support major events on the
adjoining area to the north
8. Native woodland / grassland

The Master Plan
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4.2.1 The Visitor Centre
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The existing Discovery Centre and setting will be
demolished and replaced with an outdoor setting focussed
on site interpretations and Traditional Owner story telling.
The new visitor centre will provide support facilities and
services for general park users, along with specialist
services related to art, education and site-specific tours.

4

Internal building uses are likely to include at a minimum:
·

A central site interpretations / exhibitions space

·

Visitor information

·

Café / kiosk

·

Bar / coffee / takeaway

·

Kitchen

·

Toilets and All Abilities change facility to suit expected
levels of use

·

An administration centre that includes site
management and special tours

·

Traditional Owner administration offices that support
educational activities and Traditional Owner tours

·

Multi-purpose education and function room

·

Small retail outlet supporting local produce and art
sales

·

Utilities and storage

·

High level ESD systems (the facility will be an exemplar)

Legend
1.

Green roof (native grassland
vegetation) with visitor access to
a scenic lookout on the western
edge of the structure that
provides views of Hanging Rock

2. Café courtyard
3. Functions courtyard
4. Traditional Owner ceremonial
space (granitic sand surface) with
stone steps allowing students /
spectators to engage with special
events, ceremonies and story
telling. This space will act as a
starting point for exploration of
the site and a centre for outdoor
education.
5. Toilet. This facility can be open
beyond Visitor Centre hours and
also support coach groups and
outdoor functions.

1
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The Songline Network

‘Songlines’ refer to the traditional Aboriginal walking
routes that cross the Country, linking important sites and
locations. Before colonisation these walking routes were
maintained by regular use, burning off and clearing.
The term ‘Songline’ describes the features and directions
of travel that were included in a song that had to be
sung and memorised for the traveller to know the route
to their destination. Certain Songlines were referred to
as ‘Dreaming Pathways’ because of the tracks forged
by Creator Spirits during the Dreaming. These special
Songlines have specific ancestral stories attached to them.
Hanging Rock is a key destination for three Traditional
Owner Groups – the Djaara, Taungurung and Wurundjeri
Woi Wurrung people.
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The Hanging Rock Songline Trail network is intended
to be a representation of the songline system that tracks
across the Macedon region and beyond. It is a way
of telling traditional stories, representing Aboriginal
language and a graphic reminder of the layers of cultural
meaning that have come before and extend to the present
community. The broader Victorian community also form
part of the story of Hanging Rock and have a place within
this story telling framework.

The pathway system will include three branches (the
names may change after further consultation with
Traditional Owner groups):
The Woodland Songline Trail runs through the centre
of the site and connects the main arrival point and visitor
centre setting with the Hanging Rock. This trail provides a
major framework through which Traditional Owner values,
Dreamtime stories and culture will be presented to visitors.
The Smokers Creek Songline Trail runs to the south and
connects the main arrival setting with the Smokers Creek
corridor and the base of Hanging Rock to the west. This
songline will focus on environmental interpretation, food
gathering and hunting stories.
The Hanging Rock Songline Trail connects the base
interpretations and trail junction area with The Rock
summit. This songline will focus on stories related to
The Rock itself and to the ceremonies, special activities
and meanings which are attached to this place, including
contemporary values.

Special Places + Stories

Note: New management requirements may potentially
limit access to parts of The Rock for environmental
management purposes, or limit access in certain locations
to Traditional Owner escorted visits.

Figure 13. The Songline Experience

·

Orientation

·

Interpretation
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The Coming of People
·

Different mobs

·

Different cultures & language

·

Shared land

Ceremony & Ritual
·

Special events

Origins

·

Secrets & traditions

·

Dreamtime stories

·

The night sky

·

The forming of the earth

·

The story of Annyelong
(Hanging Rock)

Using The Land
·

Hunting & gathering

·

The wetland harvest

Meeting + Trading
·

Seasonal traditions

·

An exchange of goods & stories

·

Family values

·

Family rituals

·

Shared values & stories

·

Having fun

Cultural Expression
·

Language

·

Art

·

Story
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Family Gatherings
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4.2.2 The Songline Picnic Area

This area provides a central picnic and BBQ area for
visitors, along with an access point for fishing in the dam.
The Grassy Woodland setting connects the existing
woodland to the north with the Smokers Creek woodland
to the south. The Songline Trail will function as a pathway
between key destinations and as a major interpretations
device.

Legend
1.

Woodland Songline Trail. This
pathway system will provide
interpretations, art, Aboriginal
language features and story
telling opportunities related to
Traditional Owner cultures and
land use. The pathway system
will connect the main arrival
setting with The Rock and
provide the major framework
through which site interpretations
and Traditional Owner values
and culture will be presented to
visitors.

2. Secondary pedestrian trail
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3. New ephemeral wetland system
using recycled / treated water
from the visitor centre and arrival
area.
4. Western access road with key
Hanging Rock views
5. Carpark
6. Picnic lawns
7. Toilet
8. Existing fishing platform
9. Grassland conservation area
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Figure 14. The Songline Picnic Area
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4.2.3 The Smokers Creek Woodland

The Smokers Creek Woodland is a dedicated conservation
zone with links to the central Grassy Woodland and
Hanging Rock conservation areas. The zone will be
completely rehabilitated and extended from its current
form and pedestrian and vehicle access strictly controlled.

Legend
1.

Smokers Creek Songline Trail. This
boardwalk system will provide
interpretations, art, Aboriginal
language features and story-telling
opportunities related to Traditional
Owner culture and land use. The
boardwalk system will connect the
main arrival setting with The Rock
and provide the major framework
through which site interpretations
and Traditional Owner values and
culture will be presented to visitors.
The elevated boardwalk design
will limit pedestrian access to the
conservation area but Traditional
Owners will maintain access to key
cultural locations.
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2. Secondary pedestrian trail
3. New ephemeral wetland system
that uses natural low points to reestablish the wetlands that would
have formed a prominent part of
the original creek landscape.
4. Smokers Creek conservation area
5. Feature wetland viewing deck and
interpretations point
6. Carpark that can service both the
picnic areas and the multi-purpose
space
7. Smokers Creek picnic area
8. Existing toilet
9. Wetland lookout tower

The Master Plan
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4.2.4 The Western Picnic Area

This area provides a western picnic and BBQ area for
visitors, along with close access for both the Smokers
Creek and Hanging Rock trail systems. The Songline Trail
will function as a pathway between key destinations and as
a major interpretations device. This picnic area may form
part of the multi-use event space.

Legend
1.

Smokers Creek Songline Trail. This
pathway and boardwalk system
will provide interpretations, art,
Aboriginal language features and
story-telling opportunities related
to Traditional Owner culture and
land use. The boardwalk system
will connect the main arrival setting
with The Rock and provide the
major framework through which site
interpretations and Traditional Owner
values and culture will be presented
to visitors. The elevated boardwalk
design will limit pedestrian access to
the conservation area but Traditional
Owners will maintain access to key
cultural locations.
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2. Secondary pedestrian trail
3. Multi-use event or leisure area. This
space would support picnic activities
in its day to day mode of use
4. Carpark that can service both the
picnic areas and the multi-purpose
space
5. Smokers Creek conservation area
6. Existing toilet
7. Shelter & BBQ’s
8. Fire access track & circuit trail
system
9. Orientation and interpretations point

The Master Plan
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4.2.5 Hanging Rock

Hanging Rock with its unique geological forms, spectacular
views and cultural stories is a focal point for walkers, as
well as for Traditional Owners who maintain a particular
cultural relationship to The Rock. This area is substantially
unchanged by the Master Plan, with the exception of trail
surface improvements, additional environmental protection
measures, ecological protection improvements and two
additional trail segments at lower levels that will allow for a
summit walk, a base walk and a site perimeter walk.
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Subject to environmental monitoring, sections of the
trail system may be temporarily closed at times to allow
for environmental regeneration or for Traditional Owner
cultural activities.

Legend
1.

Orientation and interpretations
point providing rest opportunities,
water and information on the
walking options available on and
around The Rock

2. Summit walk and key lookout
points
3. Base trail
4. Perimeter trail
5. Existing toilet
6. Existing racecourse facilities.
Horse racing is limited to the
existing two ‘events’ a year. Note,
selected building facilities may be
refurbished to allow for shared
use between the race club and
the site management staff.
7. The track area in the main straight
may be used for small specialist
events such as car displays or
markets

The Master Plan
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4.2.6 The Northern Woodland

The Northern Woodland is an existing conservation
zone that will be subject to additional environmental
rehabilitation works.

Legend
1.

Existing racecourse facilities.
Horse racing is limited to the
existing two ‘events’ a year. Note,
selected building facilities may be
refurbished to allow for shared
use between the race club and
the site management staff.

2. The track area in the main straight
may be used for small specialist
events such as car displays or
markets
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3. Existing Grassy Woodland with
additional revegetation works
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4.2.7 The Major Event Space

Special events link the community to the Hanging Rock
site and raise revenue that contributes to ongoing site
maintenance and development. Major events within the
East Paddock area will be limited in number and to certain
times of the year. The number and nature of events
will be determined after consideration of site impacts
and management requirements and will be subject to a
separate management plan.
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Event management will continue to require offsite
transport and parking solutions. The existing southern
section of the site will be dedicated to park use and will no
longer be available for event support parking.

Legend
1.

Main spectator area

2. Main stage
3. Event staging and support service
areas, including temporary toilets,
food and beverage
4. Existing public transport drop-off
5. Potential large vehicle parking
during special events
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Master Plan Systems
LEGEND

LEGEND

Proposed Conservation Area

Proposed Waterbodies

Existing Conservation Area

Existing Waterbodies

Figure 21. Proposed Water Movement Through the Site

Vegetation

Water

The existing high value vegetation within the Hanging Rock
Precinct has been retained and expanded upon to create
a connected an improved biodiversity and ecological link.
This improved environment will provide additional habitat
for Indigenous flora and fauna, increase the carrying
capacity of the land and improve the environmental
resilience in times of climate stress.

The existing watercoures and patterns across the land are
retained, with improved ecological corridors improving the
resilience of the waterway flora and fauna.
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Figure 20. Existing and Proposed High Value Vegetation Area

The improved environmental quality will contribute to the
Cobaw Biolink that provides enhanced connections for
habitat between Mount Macedon and the Cobaw Ranges.
The improved amenity will also contribute to the
unique Hanging Rock landscape setting, which can be
environmentally contributed to through private land
ownership.

Remediation of the altered Smokers Creek watercourse to
better facilitate seasonal inundation and remove the amend
the waterbodies created in the 19th century will allow the
creek and tributaries to flow as they intended.
The Visitor Centre will produce a significant amount of
waste water from cooking, toilets and taps, in addition to
rainwater captured and harvested - all of which can be
re-used and recycled through the landscape. Primarily, this
will feed into the ephemeral waterbody, in the centre of the
racecourse. Limiting pumping water from Smokers Creek
will be an aspiration of the project.
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LEGEND

LEGEND

Proposed Primary

Proposed Picnicking Area

Connections

Existing Picnicking Areas

Proposed Secondary

Figure 22. Proposed Pedestrian Connections

Figure 23. Picnicking Areas — Existing vs Proposed

Pedestrian and Interpretation

Picnicking

Pedestrian movement is the primary mode of travel
through the site, in which users can experience all that the
Hanging Rock precinct has to offer.

The opportunity to gather with friends and family and have
a relaxing experience in a unique location is what makes
Hanging Rock special.

Pedestrian trails follow the routes of three Indigenous ‘song
lines’, exploring the site whilst also exploring an interpretive
story of seasonality between Smokers Creek, the central
grassland and The Rocky outcrop that is the Hanging Rock
formation.

Whilst the Master Plan removes some existing picnic
areas for the protection of the creek conservation areas,
additional areas have been located proximate to new
facilities. A majority of the new picnic areas have key views
to the Hanging Rock formation, providing that unique
connection to place that is not evident in a majority of the
current picnicking locations.

Additional walking loops provide alternate route
configurations and additional trails across The Rock
expose different possibilities for views, experiences and
interpretations of the road and the broader landscape in
which it sits.

Existing areas out of the conservation corridor have been
retained, where possible amenity upgrades may further
improve the area.
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LEGEND

LEGEND

Primary Vehicle Route

Existing Racecourse

Sedcondary Vehicle Routes

Existing Racing Facilties
- some upgrades to evet

Alternate Access (special

facilities to support use for

events only, limited)

private functions outside of
race events

Proposed Car Parking Area

Figure 25. Existing Racing Facilities

Vehicle Access and Parking

Racing

Vehicle access has changed significantly through the
central and eastern portion of the site. Access to the
Hanging Rock Precinct will be via Straws Lane in the east,
where the new road alignment will provide long views
to the Hanging Rock formation, providing immediate
connection to The Rock and the surrounding landscape.

The current racing facilities will be upgraded to better
reflect a space that can be used for multi-use events by
groups other than the racing club.
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Figure 24. Proposed Vehicle Access and Car Parking

The new entry road will connect users to the new Visitor
Centre in the eastern paddock. It will further connect
vehicles to the central parkland within the racecourse
and further to the west, where there are multiple parking
opportunities.

The existing track will be retained, with the inner and outer
railing removed for non-race days to allow better east-west
pedestrian connectivity.
Whilst racing takes up a large portion of the site, the
ambition is for a multi-use space that can be booked for
events, or utilised day-to-day as a place for pedestrians to
walk and enjoy.
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LEGEND

LEGEND

Existing Concert Area, with

Proposed Visitor Centre, inc:

minor upgrades to improve

Cafe/Multi-Function space/

functionality

Administrative Office, Park
Ranger Office

Existing Racing Facilities
- some upgrades to event

Existing Self Guided Visitor

facilities to support use for

Centre/Cafe to be removed

private functions outside of
race events
Existing Village Green slightly reconfigured with
additional understorey
planting
Proposed Event Space informal event space that can
accommodate overflow car
parking

Figure 26. Special Events and an Adaptive Site

Figure 27. Visitor Centre

Special Events and an Adaptive Site

Visitor Centre

A number of locations at Hanging Rock are currently used
for events, both large and small. The large events can be
maintained in their current format, with small changes to
traffic management and staging procedures.

The existing Visitor Centre will be removed and relocated
to the eastern portion of the site, allowing panoramic views
of the Hanging Rock formation and its unique landscape
setting.

Concerts in east paddock and farmers markets on the
village green will operate as they do currently. Smaller
event spaces that do not require as much infrastructure
can utilise the open area at the entry along Straws Lane,
whilst smaller events that may benefit from shelter can
utilise the Visitor Centre, or the upgraded racing facilities.

The centre will provide a landing point for visitors to the
site, providing face-to-face interaction with customer
service staff and an opportunity to engage with local art
displays and information on the Indigenous groups and
their history. The centre will also accommodate a small
multi-purpose room that can facilitate educational tours,
small functions and Traditional Owner led tours.
A cafe will be incorporated into the building that can
provide a similar level of service as is currently provided.
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Consultation Strategy Summary

Engagement Framework:

Traditional Owner Engagement

The Draft Master Plan has been developed over the past
twelve months in close collaboration with DELWP, the
three Traditional Owner groups and multiple stakeholders.
The Draft Master Plan takes direction from the Strategic
Plan (2018) and builds on the recommendations of the
2015 Environmental Management Plan (endorsed 2021)
and the Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Management Plan
(endorsed 2021).

The Hanging Rock Precinct holds significant cultural
heritage, biodiversity and tourism values. These
values have been identified in the Strategic Plan, the
Environmental Management Plan (EMP) and the Aboriginal
Cultural Heritage Landscape Conservation Management
Plan (CMP). In some cases, the identified values are
conflicting. One of the key roles of the Master Plan is to
resolve these conflicting values. This includes negotiating:

The engagement activities undertaken to date and
planned for Stages 4 and 5 have been informed by the
International Association of Public Participation (IAP2)
Public Participation Spectrum. The engagement intent for
the Master Plan has been based on:

Recognising the extensive body of work that has led to
the Master Plan process, the project team has continued
engaging with the Traditional Owners groups, multiple
stakeholders and past consultants. The project team’s
role is to work closely with Traditional Owners and key
stakeholders to build on the extensive body of evidence
that has been developed to date to resolve future site uses.

·

Use of the precinct as a local sporting venue, for
cricket, tennis and patenque, versus the State and
National significance of the site.

·

Visitor access to the top of Hanging Rock versus
the impact that increased visitation may have on the
cultural heritage and environmental values.

The three Traditional Owner groups, Wurundjeri Woi
Wurrung, Djaaraand Taungurung, have been engaged
through the development of the EMP and the CMP. The
Wurundjeri Woi Wurrung, Djaara and Taungurung are
peoples and partners in the development of the draft
Master Plan and have been consulted through each
stage of the Master Plan development. The project team
have worked closely with the custodians of the Land to
embed the intrinsic place values into the Master Plan,
as we identify and test potential future uses for the site
and develop a Master Plan. Representatives from each
Traditional Owner group sit on the Ministerial Advisory
Group.
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The Purpose of the Engagement

·

Legacy recreational areas versus the opportunity to
revegetate and reinstate ecological corridors.

·

Involve – Working directly with Traditional Owners and
key stakeholders throughout the development of the
Master Plan to ensure that a wide range of aspirations,
opportunities and constraints are understood and
considered. The project team have listened to and
considered feedback from Traditional Owners and key
stakeholders. Feedback has informed the development
of the design.

·

Consult – Seeking to obtain public feedback on the
draft Master Plan. Feedback from the public will be
considered by the project team. A summary of the key
messages heard through the public exhibition and how
the ideas and concerns have been addressed, will be
included in the final Master Plan report.
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Macedon Ranges Shire Council (MRSC)

Sporting Clubs Engagement

Project Control Board (PCB)

Ministerial Advisory Group (MAG)

The project team have engaged with internal teams at
MRSC to understand how the site currently functions,
future operational and managment needs, and to discuss
the long term future of local sports clubs at the precinct.
Consultation with MRSC was facilitated through multiple
team workshops, multiple site visits and meetings with the
park rangers.

The project team met with representatives from each of
the three sporting clubs located on site; The Hanging Rock
Cricket Club, Hanging Rock Tennis Club and Hanging
Rock Petanque Club. The clubs collectively expressed
their preference for remaining on site over the longer term.
Discussions around alignment between the club’s longterm planning, facility upgrades and their connection to
the broader Hanging Rock precinct and local community
were raised through multiple meeting with Council and
DELWP. The current draft Master Plan does not plan for
accommodating some of the clubs on site in the future.
Potential transition opportunities have been discussed and
will continute to be investigated with Council.

As part of the wider Hanging Rock development of the
draft Master Plan the design team have met regularly with
the PCB. The PCB members are representatives from
the DELWP executive who provide an advisory role and
strategic advice to the project team.

The MAG are responsible for advising the Minister for
Energy, Environment and Climate Change on appropriate
future governance, management and development of
the Hanging Rock Precinct. The MAG is made up of
representatives from each Traditional Owner groups, three
community representatives, the CEO of Macedon Council
(MRSC), Regional Director Loddon Mallee, DELWP, Project
Manager, DELWP and an independent Chair. The role of
the MAG is to ensure that the aspirations of Traditional
Owners and community interest groups are considered
in all decision making for the strategic management of
Hanging Rock.
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Engagement Activities
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The project team is committed to ongoing engagement
at each stage of the Master Plan project. To date, the
three Traditional Owner groups and stakeholder groups
have contributed to the development of the Draft Plan. In
summary the following engagement activities have been
undertaken to date:

Stage 1 — Project Plan: Understand

Stage 2 — Strategic Framework: Sythesis

Stage 3 — Concept Plan / Scenario Testing
and Design Development: Test

The Master Plan process commenced in July 2021. From
the outset of the project, the design team engaged with
the Traditional Owner groups to discuss the proposed
Master Plan approach to ensure the process was designed
in a way to enable multiple workshop sessions with each
group. In meetings with each Traditional Owner group the
project team discussed:

In Stage 2 the project team synthesised the cultural
heritage and environmental recommendations with our
understandings of the range of values held across the
stakeholder group. A set of guiding design principles were
developed. The purpose of the design principles is to have
an agreed strategic framework that underpin the design,
planning and staging decision making. The principles build
on the values and aspirations outlined in the Strategic Plan,
EMP and the CMP. They have been drafted then tested
with stakeholders and refined, so they best capture the
key principles that have been agreed to for the precinct.
The principles were used as the assessment criteria to test
the design scenarios in Stage 3 and aided in negotiating
conflicting aspirations and future land uses. Key feedback
on the principles included:

The next step involved the development of three Master
Plan scenarios. Site planning scenarios are intended to
explore a range of possible design approaches. Each
scenario must achieve the project vision, objectives and
design principles, but through different means, based
on a range of values. The final Master Plan solution may
be based on a combination of design approaches tested
through the Scenario options phase. In summary, the
scenarios explored a range of considerations across a
spectrum of change. The spectrum ranged from minimal
intervention to maximum change. The spectrum can be
described as exploring site planning approaches that shift
from:

·

The proposed general approach to Master Planning

·

Our intention to build on the recommendations of the
EMP and CMP

·

The preliminary guiding principles

·

Sustainability – importance of water

·

Story telling & intangible cultural experiences

·

Importance of gathering

·

A minimal change scenario where the focus of activity
remains in the western area of the precinct. The key
moves included maintaining the existing South Rock
Road main entry road. The focus of leisure activities
reamains around the arrival carpark precinct. Major
change occurs in the Smokers Creek conservation area
and in the arrangement of picnic and parking areas.
Sport facilities, other than the racetrack complex, are
relocated off-site.

·

A balance of uses across the precinct. This involved
site planning changes to the main site access point
and the potential relocation of the Visitor Centre. It
explored reconfiguring car parking areas, including
relocating parking to the east of the racetrack. This
enables an improved arrival experience that presents
panoramic views of the Hanging Rock formation. This
site configuration creates a more even distribution of
leisure activities and parking across the site and deals
more effectively with peak period visitor numbers.
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5.4

Next Steps

Stage 4 — Draft Master Plan: Refine

The draft Master Plan has been reviewed by the each
of the Traditional Owner groups, the MRSC Councillors,
the PCB and the MAG. In addition to discussion on the
design concept, conversations focused on the upcoming
public consultation activities to ensure the various
planned sessions provided opportunities for all interested
community members to review and provide input and
feedback on the Draft Plan.

Stage 5 — Final Master Plan

The Master Plan is now on public exhibition. A range of
activities are planned during the exhibition period to reach
a variety of people and encourage participation. These
include:
·

Pop-up stands at community events, including
the Australia Day Races at Hanging Rock and the
Woodend Farmers' Market.

·

Open house drop in sessions at the Woodend Library.

·

Public survey available through the Engage Victoria
website

·

Written submissions via the Engage Victoria website

The Plan will be refined, based on the key messages heard
through the public exhibition activities and submissions.
The final Plan will be presented to the Traditional Owner
Groups, PCB, MAG and made publicly available for all to
access.

The purpose of these activities are to provide multiple
forums for the community to ask questions and seek
further information so that they can provide both informal
feedback and formal submissions.
Following the public exhibition period, the project team will
work closely with DELWP, the Traditional Owners, Council,
the sports clubs and other key stakeholders to integrate
the feedback received into the final Master Plan.
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Delivering the Master Plan

The Hanging Rock Precinct Master Plan aims to
commence the delivery of the fifty year vision set out in
the Hanging Rock Strategic Plan. Whilst the vision is for
an extended duration, the life span of this Master Plan is
approximately twenty years. This timeframe allows for the
outcomes in the Master Plan to be implemented.
Throughout this twenty year period, a review of the
Master Plan should occur every five years, to allow for
updates in technology, planning policy and a revised
implementation schedule based on works that have been
completed. These reviews may also consider how changes
to the tourism sector, local community expectations, new
technology and future visitor experience expectations, may
influence the Master Plan and there will be opportunity to
update some aspects of the plan in that regard.

Pre-Construction Work

Management Plans

Construction Stages

A significant amount of detailed design, consultation
and analysis studies are required prior to construction
commencing on site.

It is anticipated that the Hanging Rock Precinct Master
Plan will be accompanied by a series of Management Plans
that will to guide the more detailed aspects of design in
regards to Hanging Rock. The Management Plans provide
solutions to detailed operational tasks related to project
delivery, management and maintenance.

Implementing a project of this scale and complexity cannot
happen at once. Selective projects will need to be chosen
to enable the park to function whilst construction works
are undertaken to implement elements of the plan.

Whilst this Master Plan provides a high level of guidance
around the principles, themes and overall arrangement
of uses on the site, further detailed works need to be
undertaken to ensure the project can be delivered.
The detailed design phases required to support the Master
Plan may include:
·

·
·

This long term approach to site planning and management
allows for the vision to set the aspiration for the Master
Plan, whilst allowing practical updates to the plan that
ensure it is relevant and up to date.
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Traditional Owner consultation to determine preferred
story telling method and interpretive signage design.
This consultation will help to inform:
Architectural brief and the detailed design for the
Visitor Centre
Landscape Master Plan brief, to design the central
parkland, to identify exact locations of additional
walking trails and song-line routes, furniture and
materials specification

These management plans may consist of:
·

Signage and Interpretations Management Plan

·

Events, Pedestrian and Traffic Management Plan

·

Materials and Furniture Management Plan

·

Flora and Fauna Management Plan

The construction related stages could possibly be broken
down to include:
Stage 1
·

Civil infrastructure and servicing to east paddock

·

Entry Road and car park construction

·

Visitor Centre and surrounding landscape construction
works

·

Sporting Club relocation

·

Smokers Creek and tributary revegetation work

Stage 2
·

Central park construction

·

Removal of picnic area south of Smokers Creek

·

Civil engineering design for new entry road alignment
and servicing and infrastructure requirements

·

Revegetation work along Smokers Creek and the
western boundary of the precinct

·

Relocation plans for the affected sporting clubs

·

Implementation of new trails across the precinct

·

Revegetation plan for Smokers Creek

·

·

Cultural Heritage Management Plans to be
implemented during construction phases to manage
artefact collection and relocation

Civil construction work to re-define western car
parking areas

·

Identify locations/opportunities within the regional
network for similar experiences to encourage regional
tourism/experiences around the Macedon Ranges.

Stage 3
·

Implementation of new trails and upgrades on the
Hanging Rock formation

·

Implementation of new shelters/facilities in a common
palette
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